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Macroeconomic & Corporate News
Gov’t economic team convenes on policies, economy stimulation, attracting investments
The Cabinet’s economic team on Saturday discussed economic and investment policies and procedures aimed at stimulating the
economy, enhancing growth and attracting investment that can contribute to providing jobs and combating poverty. During the
meeting, headed by Prime Minister Omar Razzaz, the economic team reviewed a number of procedures that the government has
implemented over the past few weeks to stimulate several economic sectors, the Jordan News Agency, Petra, reported. Such
procedures included the real estate and lands sectors that grew in the first quarter of the year by 12 per cent, in addition to
providing exemptions on the fees of transferring ownership, disassociation of heirs and the land subdivision. Members of the
economic team also went over the procedures the government has adopted to stimulate the economic activity through paying tax
reimbursement to citizens, where so far JD37 million has been disbursed. The team members addressed the conditions of the
yoghurt industries sector in the Kingdom and the challenges facing it. The economic team decided to hold a meeting in the few
coming days with sector representatives to reach solutions to the obstacles facing their industry and reach ways to enhance its
competitiveness in the local and foreign markets.

‘Maan’s second solar complex is 60% complete’
Maan Development Company (MDC) CEO Hussein Kreishan on Saturday said that the construction of Maan’s second solar
complex is 60 per cent complete. The project, founded by the MDC, will be fully completed by November, Kreishan said in a
statement carried by the Jordan News Agency, Petra. The MDC had floated a tender for the establishment of the complex’s
infrastructure earlier this year, which comprised of the construction of a fence surrounding an area of 800,000 dunums,
administrative buildings, entrances for train tracks and a main road that provides access to the surrounding lands. This
achievement was made in “record time”, Kreishan said, adding that progress is being made according to plan. He pointed that the
complex
utiliseIraq
photovoltaic
solar panels
to reach
a capacity
of 150 megawatts,
Petra reported. “The solar energy projects in
Jordan,will
Egypt,
hold meeting
over
progress
in cooperation
deals
A three-way Jordanian-Egyptian-Iraqi meeting held on Thursday discussed preparing work plans and mechanisms for
implementing the outcomes of Cairo-hosted tripartite summit between His Majesty King Abdullah, Egyptian President Abdel
Fattah Al Sisi and Iraqi Prime Minister Adel Abdul Mahdi. Minister of Industry, Trade and Supply Tareq Hammouri, his Egyptian
counterpart Amro Nassar and Iraqi Minister of Industry and Minerals Saleh Jubouri attended the Amman meeting, the Jordan
News Agency, Petra, reported. Talks covered mechanisms of bolstering economic integration between the three countries,
including improving industrial cooperation as well as building joint industrial zones and collaboration in the fields of energy, the
extension of the Iraqi oil pipeline to Aqaba, linking the two countries’ electricity grids, infrastructure, reconstruction and
furthering trade exchange.
* Source: Bloomberg, Jordan Times, Zawya

Disclaimer
Awraq Investments and its affiliates obtain information from sources they believe to be reliable, but do not warrant its accuracy or
fitness for a particular purpose, and disclaim for themselves and their information providers all liability arising from the use.
The Information in this publication is provided in good faith for informational purposes only. The information provided is not offered
as tax, legal, or investment advice, or an offer to buy or sell securities or otherwise. The information provided in this publication may
be displayed and printed for your personal, non-commercial use only. You may not reproduce, re-transmit, distribute, disseminate,
sell, publish, broadcast, or circulate the information in any form or media to anyone, without the expressed written consent of Awraq
Investments.
Awraq Investments is not liable for any loss resulting from any action taken or reliance made by any person on any information or
material posted by it. You should make your own inquiries and seek independent advice from relevant industry professionals before
acting or relying on any information or material made available to you in this publication. You rely on this information at your own
risk.
Awraq Investments, its subsidiaries, parent, and/or any connected parties, may act or trade and/or enter into any transaction that
maybe inconsistent or disregard any information contained herein.

